
ConstruCting a narrative of fashion PraCtiCe as inquiry

This Voice ...

Gaze of Practice .   

Figure.1.  Pencil Drawing.

My Peony

Mischievous nymphs hidden amongst the flowers bloom.  

Carefully placed to tantalise the suitor and gift freedom to his lust.  

Hypnotic charm display the journey of love that is placed.

The gesture, an admirer, masculine and ritualistic as solicited.  

Prowess softens as the nymphs find their place. 

Succumb for true love.

This language of my peony.

 PraCtiCe ConClusion PraCtiCe

Consciousness of Seeing

others are invited to see and a letting-go is 
imminent as PraCtiCe develoPment emerges as 
PraCtiCe ConClusion

[
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Practice conclusion .    In a contemporary context this narrative (Narrative 3) as invention, teases with the notion of ‘drift’ as 

a seeing of practice evolves in the here and now of a narrative space.  This drift is significant and suggests that a continuum of seeing rather than a summation of practice takes place.  The 

practitioner (and not necessarily researcher) exhibits an obsessive and naked ambition to extend the narrative of practice and in doing so constructs the spectacle of fashion practice itself.   As 

a commodity of practice conversations between the practitioner, the spectator and the artefact are curated of an ‘own’ version of reality: an interdisciplinary performance where knowledge 

can be recovered, evaluated and understood.  

an unknown knowing of what is or might be aPPrehends 
the mind

T
h
e Spectator of

 Practice

Reflective Interactions

[
].
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When invited to engage with the portfolio of practice 

one respondent declared a wish to be able to dip in and 

out of the narratives.

Reflecting on the viewing experience further I 

have just realised that the passing of time or the 

chronological order of my practice has little relevance 

when constructing a narrative of practice in this way.   

The spectator of practice perused and related to the 

dialogic construction in much the same way as it was 

constructed; bite-size thinking and doing that can be as  

complex as it is abstract?
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a curated intervention of Practice .    As a curator for the Pitti Discovery Foundation in 

Florence and a renowned speaker on the subject of fashion curation, Frisa (2008, p.173) reflects on her practice and describes herself as working in a different ‘curatorial dimension’.  Frisa (p.171) 

claimed not to work in a museum environment and described her work as a ‘staging of curatorial projects’ such as exhibitions, publishing books, editing publications and fashion events that are 

informed by contemporary trend prediction. 

Could exhibiting fashion from a curatorial perspective be considered distinct from curating an art or art object? Fashion design locates itself within an assumed and understood guise where 

issues concerning size and gender, history and fashion trends etc. are often a point of reference. These assumed rules are not entirely applicable to fashion practice when placing the works in 

a cultural arena to be constructed through museology study and curatorial project work.  The narrative can be interdisciplinary or discipline-specific and concerned with the practices of the 

practitioner and the active critical responses elicited of spectator engagement.

  

My practice journey is emerging as both a visual and 

textual dialogue.  I am experiencing moments of a 

deep and conscious seeing as knowing.  Sometimes my 

seeing (as knowing) is discarded but sometimes it is 

integral, if not vital, to what is?

Creating order of what is requires an aptitude of me 

for a deeper engagement beyond my doing of practice.  

Is it that this disposition of my practice mediates 

the immediacy, truth and vulnerability to construct a 

discourse of what is for others to see?

My practice portfolio has become a monument to my 

fashion practice, a spectacle, situating what is as a 

magnum opus of what might be. 

Capturing the depths of what it is that I think and do 

appear bottomless, on occasion sapping all creativity...

or so it feels? This deep and engaged state is all 

encompassing, consuming and commanding of the 

other of me.  The other of me assumes authority of 

this seeing as knowing.
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exPosing suCh visualities offers a new way of seeing fashion PraCtiCe in a Cultural setting  ].
[
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exPerience and PercePtion .   English (2008) argues that concepts, as experienced and understood by individuals, can 

be shared.  Individual responses as direct sensory experiences and the perception of the experience can be captured and evaluated based on a relational model of perception.  English (2009) 

goes on to argue that sensory experience is ‘personal... apprehended only by ones-self ’.   If this is the case then the sensory experience of the fashion practitioner is to be recognised and 

made sense of in a narrative context?

I  came across the work of ‘Probes; Skin dresses’ 

(Philips Design, 2008) today. The work explores 

‘Emotional Sensing’ and how clothing can draw on our 

emotional senses. The transformation of fashion image 

through staging, lighting, sound and colour created a 

unique viewing experience.  I am more conscious of 

my awareness of what it is that I perceive?  

This is my seeing; a situational and perceived sensory 

seeing that is known only to me.  

I have somehow engaged in a relationship with the 

creator and the artefact and yet this relationship goes 

by unnoticed, unrecognised and 

unrecorded.  It’s my secret.  No 

questions of right or wrong but a 

happening that is mine to perceive 

as I wish.  Why do we not make 

more of our perceptions of seeing? 

Is it that my perceptions are tacit 

moments of what I know at the 

time of knowing?

 

I am compelled by the theatre and 

the experience of my senses being 

heightened. I wonder how I might 

develop this further?  How can 

emotional sensing be experienced, 

shared even, and what precisely do I 

mean?  

Figure.4. 
Sketchbook E

ntry.
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Sensory Experience

The distinction between designer and practitioner 

is becoming clearer.  A designer has closure as the 

aesthetic is measured and judged by clear parameters 

of a commercial nature or client brief.  As a 

practitioner, closure is not sought or wanted?  It is 

a journey, a narrative of reasoning; an experiential, 

perceived, expressive and personal journey of 

discovery that I have yet to fully understand.  

There is no right or wrong, only what is meant.

There is no conclusion, only what is. 
There is no end, only beginnings.

D
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ction
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 be m
ade? 

this deeP and engaged state is all-enComPassing, Consuming and Commanding 
[ ].
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cultural recoGnition .    The arts maintain a celibate position as a painting appears to belong to the artist in perpetuity whilst the 

collector becomes the custodian of the piece.  Why is it that the fashion artefact does not afford the same level of endurance?  For example, the painting is never soiled or tarnished by another 

and is gazed upon as originally intended by the artist, often with sketches and note-keeping projecting the intelligences or artistry of the works.  Whilst art 

or art culture constructs or suggests theories concerned with the artist and his work, is it that the fashion (design) practitioner and their practice is often 

too abstract, momentary or elusive therefore denying the same level of critique?

the imPortanCe of fashion PraCtiCe is the message.  there must be a line of 
CommuniCation.  something to say

[
].
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Figure.7. 
A Visual N

ote: Finished Toile.

My practice is getting lost, engulfed, to the spectacle 

that it is to become.  No wonder the fashion 

practitioner and their practice is failing to position and 

anchor its cultural roots in any meaningful way.  My 

practice exists in a moment that is brief and likely to 

be lost in the furore and acute expectation that the 

practice aesthetic is to become.

It is only now that I begin to realise my priorities 

are misguided, misplaced or even misunderstood.  As 

a practitioner I am often distracted by the doing of 

my practice.  It is only when I am deeply engaged 

my sense of knowing reveals itself.  I am caught 

unwittingly in not knowing that I know.

T
h
e Spectacle of

 fashion
 Practice

A Curated Intervention
Figure.8

. 
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Today I met up with a Graphic Designer who is 

looking at ‘process’ and in particular how the process 

of fashion practice can be captured and graphically 

illustrated.  We discussed how they might respond to 

my practice through a graphic narrative.

“If I could actually have a look at the sketch book ‘in hand’ that 

would be fantastic! Just to savour what each page provides, the feel 

and texture. I could then photographically capture certain sections, 

areas that tell a story. Even concentrate on the exterior such as the 

edges, cover and spine. I just love the idea that the process is almost 

organic...”

“For the final piece I was thinking of making my own card based 

Fit’o Matic, adding forms of 

typography etc. I definitely 

want to include any human 

physicality to the visuals, I find 

your process almost surgical 

in the application of shapes, 

making up the anatomy of the 

female body Its like your bringing 

something artificial to life similar to Frankenstein’s monster, yours is 

far more beautiful  I know I’m going off on a tangent here but I’ve got 

so many ideas rummaging around”.

Respondent 4

References to the surgical and the anatomy are 

intriguing.  It is as if I am seeing my practice through 

another’s eyes?   I am really intrigued by the response.  

The interpretation of the body and the references 

to human physicality almost imply a sexual drift 

that I have had no part in.   I can relate to this 

fresh viewpoint and it has caught me by surprise.  I 

had not made such references or alignment to my 

work before?.  As a viewing experience, I realise the 

practice is no longer mine to construct or claim.  The 

experience of letting go plays on my mind.  The 

spectator role supposes a continuum of my practice 

and I need to let go.  I am one part of the narrative 

whole and I am facing its future.  Seeing through the 

eyes of others brings new perspectives on what is seen, 

known or meant?

My practice has no end.  The engaged viewer, as 

spectator, is constructing a new beginning before my 

very eyes.

Figure.9.  A Visual Note: Loves Symphony.

interPretinG the siGnificant for critical debate .    O’Reilly (2005, 

p.164) argues an own version of reality as a rich account of a perceived human experience.  

As both object and subject, this thinking preserves and enables a narrative space to remain 

open for critical debate and perhaps to re-conceptualise how or what is considered as (doing) 

practice as knowledge.  

this disPosition of PraCtiCe mediates the immediaCy, truth and vulnerability to 
ConstruCt a disCourse of what is for others to see

Figure.10.  A Visual Note: 
Hypnotic Charm.

[
].
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Figure.11.  Spectator of Practice.

the PraCtitioner other assumes 
authority of this seeing as knowing

[
].
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the enGaGed sPectator .    The passive role of the viewer emerges as the engaged spectator as a critical gaze of practice  

becomes a way of seeing.  Articulating viewer responsive engagement as active encounters of practice could construct new narratives (as conversations) of practice that are receptive, 

participatory, theoretical, analytical and reflective perhaps?  
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I am keen to develop a visual inventory of my practice 

and explore the potential of visual process mapping to 

capture conversations with myself as the practitioner, 

conversations with the artefact and its evolution and 

conversations with the viewer and their engagement 

with the artefact.

I can see that constructing a (visual) inventory of 

what is seen and a (visual) process map of what is 

known or understood might allow me to construct a 

narrative through, in and of my practice (sort of a 

representation as I see, perceive and experience fashion 

practice).  

Could these methodologies make sense of tacit 

reasoning as a knowing of practice and this to be 

some how outwardly expressed?  If my practice is 

constructed as explicit knowledge then could this 

method become a vehicle to exchange dialogue 

expressively, visually and orally to further a knowledge 

of the discipline?

the creative act .   if the artist, as a human being, full of the best 
intentions toward himself and the whole world, Plays no role at all in the judgment of his own 
work, how Can one desCribe the Phenomenon whiCh PromPts the sPeCtator to reaCt CritiCally 
to the work of art? in other words, how does this reaCtion Come about?  this Phenomenon is 
ComParable to a transferenCe from the artist to the sPeCtator in the form of an esthetiC osmosis 
taking PlaCe through the inert matter...in the Creative aCt, the artist goes from intention to 
realization through a Chain of totally subjeCtive reaCtions. his struggle toward the realization 
is a series of efforts, Pains, satisfaCtion, refusals, deCisions, whiCh also Cannot and must not be 
fully self-ConsCious, at least on the esthetiC Plane…the result of this struggle is a differenCe 
between the intention and its realization, a differenCe whiCh the artist is not aware of....all 
in all, the Creative aCt is not Performed by the artist alone; the sPeCtator brings the work in 
ContaCt with the external world by deCiPhering and interPreting its inner qualifiCation and 
thus adds his Contribution to the Creative aCt. this beComes even more obvious when Posterity 
gives a final verdiCt and sometimes rehabilitates forgotten artists

Marcel Duchamp (1957). ].

[
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Spectator Role

bite-size thinking and doing Can be as ComPlex as it is abstraCt
[ ].
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Osorio’s large exaggerated installations make 

connections with his lived experiences.  This relates 

to the lived experience of my reflective-self and the 

narrative of practice that is emerging in front of 

me.  I wonder if Osorio’s art-based thinking will lend 

itself to fashion practice from a curatorial project 

perspective?  The minutiae and level of detail of 

my waking and practising hours have more meaning 

than I ever imagined. I am in a constant state of 

apprehension as each moment or happening is filled 

with expectation that might just reveal a clue to what 

is or might be?

That’s it, I am to curate a (reflective) lived experience 

of my practice for others to engage.

viewer enGaGement .    Fashion critics and historians are now finding theoretical links and discourse similar to that of any noteworthy 

artist in a contemporary context.  If art can be considered a spectator sport and an immediate form of expression, then fashion is now ready to be elevated and critiqued in much the same way.   

Palmer (2003, p.221) examines the work of curator Judith Clark in the exhibition ‘Captions’ in 2000, as viewers were invited to write a caption to go with a single fashion image. The viewers 

were presented with a postcard to write a caption and then return the caption to the gallery on a given date.  Clarke curated three pieces that contributed to the exhibition.  The image, the 

dress and all the captions were displayed on the gallery walls.  This ‘museology study’ described as such by Clarke provides a method, a dialogic method, for active responsive engagement and 

revealed perceptions about and into the object being examined (as engaged and perceived) by the viewer (as spectator) at the time.  

the sPeCtator resPonse is integral to the ConstruCtion of a narrative

Pepon
 O

sorio’s Lived Ex
perien

ces

[ ].

A Lived Experience

Figure.14. Osorio, P. (2012), 16/02-last update, About Pepón 
Osorio [Homepage of Art 21], [Online]. Available: http://www.pbs.

org/art21/artists/pep%C3%B3n-osorio 
[accessed, 16th February 2012].   
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Is it possible to capture a record of practitioner 

experience that can become a recognised commodity 

of fashion practice to be reasoned, questioned 

and understood in a cultural context?  Goddard 

(2007) described a similar research methodology and 

contextualised this as an extension of practice.

Both spectator and practitioner engagement, as 

an extension of practice, is to be a seamless 

transition of understanding.  Could this extension 

of practice, as situational and relational experiences 

in the here and now provide the foundations 

for future critical and cultural debate?

It feels like I am beginning to make 

sense of my sense-making.
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what needs to be Known ?    An interpretive understanding observed through narrative study or responsive data 

may build and exploit a contemporary view of how we might interpret a lived experience through, in and of practice.  In this context hermeneutic phenomenology, as a research method, 

might be considered more suited to construct a narrative of a lived reality of practice as knowledge?

I am trying to determine 

what or even how I wish to 

capture viewer responsive 

engagement.  Smith 

(2009) argued a method 

of phenomenology to be 

an observation tool where 

the researcher observes the ‘observers’ observing the 

phenomena being consciously experienced.... might 

work? 

I envisage capturing responses that are both 

experiential and active.  A research methodology to 

exploit critique though participation perhaps?

in order to ConstruCt PraCtiCe as knowledge the sPeCtator requires an oPen door toward 
understanding this extension of PraCtiCe 

Is Ph
en

om
en

ology a useful research
 m

ethod?

Interpretive understanding

[
].
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I am considering word elicitation to capture the 

descriptive languages of sense and beyond sense 

experiences when engaging with fashion practice.  Will 

others understand or know of my claim to knowing?  

Perhaps setting up a ‘Sense Lab’ would engage my 

spectator rather than a more traditional exhibition?  A 

curated and experiential viewing experience in a semi-

controlled environment or an exhibition out of context 

may allow for a more engaged and deeper experience 

of the spectator?  As I move through this journey I 

so want the spectator to engage with the narrative as 

relative to their own practice.  To happen on a way of 

seeing fashion practice that freely and selfishly draws 

on the senses, emotions and vulnerabilities that are 

not often recognised or reasoned with in a research 

practice context.  Am I expecting too much of the 

spectator?  Will they engage as deeply as I hope?

I met with my expert pattern cutter today who 

described the (finished) toiling process as ‘the hardest 

thing they had ever been asked to do’.  They also went 

on to say that the complexity had been balanced by 

the novel approach to practice development and that 

they had found this to be one of the most interesting 

projects that they had ever worked on.  I feel flattered 

by the interest and guiltily overwhelmed by the obvious 

challenges that have been faced through my work.  

I am quite daunted by this claim of complexity?  

My practitioner self is feeling vulnerable once 

again.  Am I alone in the normality of my 

complex and abstract thinkings and doings?

T
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e Purity of
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cept

Drag mouse over image to Rotate
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A friend of mine has just come 

back from an exhibition at 

the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York. Visitors were invited 

to communicate their visiting 

experience through drawing, 

text and even social media.  An 

emergent discourse demonstrating 

an own version of reality was 

evident.  Given I was not there this 

method of experiential capture 

provided me with a rich dialogue 

that extended the spectator 

experience beyond the 

moment of looking.  The 

collective happenings (or 

understandings) as a 

series of visual and 

literary mnemonics 

provided a method of 

constructing a lived or ‘own’ experience to be shared 

and understood. 

‘In creativity, passion, and variety, our visitors’ responses went far 

beyond our expectations, and we had more amazing material to 

choose from than we’d ever imagined’.

Nutter, T. & Bungard, B. (2011), MoMA.

Figure.16. Visitor Response (2011), 
Fiona, UK, http://www.moma.org/
explore/inside_out/2011/04/06/i-
went-to-moma-and-a-collaboration/.

Figure.17. Visitor response (2011), 
Tracey, Santa Barbara, USA, 

http://www.moma.org/explore/
inside_out/2011/04/06/i-went-
to-moma-and-a-collaboration/.

Consider the PraCtitioner as both author and Curator then this dual role 
assumes a subjeCtive objeCtive Position

sense-maKinG and the Practice Portfolio .    In 2011 the Museum of Modern 

Art (MoMA) ‘I went to MoMA and...’ project invited its viewers to share their experiences of their visit to the museum. The extended narrative invited responses of drawings, poems and 

observations to be posted on an on-line wall and BLOG.  A rich dialogue emerged enriching the experiential engagement of each visitor whilst extending the narratives concerned with the 

artefact as it emerged from multiple viewpoints and contexts.  This immediate and interpretive response of the spectator experience acknowledges the power of the medium/s chosen as the 

spectator willingly engaged from afar.

Here and Now

[
].
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A colleague just asked to see some of my work and the 

discussion instantly steered towards the complexity of 

the line, the form and their meaning rather than about 

the wearability or style of the dress.  The conversation 

revealed the priorities of a viewing experience that had 

no relation to fit or function but more of the doing 

of practice itself.  I experienced a sense of relief 

as my practice had something to say.  My work was 

worthy of some discussion and a confidence emerged 

as I (the other of me) responded with clarity.
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“the garment I saw was interesting due to the shape and form and line that existed in front of me, the shapes where fascinating and conjured up many meanings for me, 

but in particular, the notion of emerging life forms and the idea of lines distinguishing, or perhaps separating, the various stages of development really spoke to me, I did 

not think of this as a garment but as captured moments in the development of something beautiful”

Respondent 5 
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CaPturing what is known at the time of knowing will ConstruCt the 
arChaeology of a future narrative in a PraCtiCe Context

creatinG a record of exPerience .

[
].
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Through what approaches do experienced practitioners 

communicate their reasoning of fashion practice?

In what ways do experienced practitioners engage with 

fashion practice?

In what ways do experienced practitioners challenge 

the fashion practice process and how?

How do experienced practitioners understand, perform 

and respond to fashion practice in the context of a 

curated intervention of practice?

How do experienced practitioners construct meaning in 

context (cognitive processing) of fashion practice?

What kind of response strategies support experienced 

practitioners to engage with fashion practice?

What theories underpin personal/professional practice 

when viewing the work of others?

How do experienced practitioners communicate their 

reasoning of fashion practice?

How do experienced practitioners observe and interpret 

fashion practice?

How can the experienced practitioner respond to 

fashion practice beyond experience of practice? 

What other forms of experiential dialogue engages the 

experienced practitioner with fashion practice?

I have too many questions and I need to narrow down 

what it is I am trying to discover.
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Questions of Practice
Can scholarly order be achieved through a collection of 

silences?  Spoken word or written text, performance, 

visual image or artefact appear more tangible and 

yet the silent moments that I experience with each 

respondent appear as shared moments of knowing?  

What do I really mean by this?

Will this be enough?

What is it that I need to know?
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the PraCtiCe no longer statiC, but an exPerienCe 
interPreted by imagination PromPted by its Creators

[
].

I am transitioning into a research practitioner and the 

personal value of my work is overwhelming.  I ponder 

its life beyond my being?  It is some how bigger than 

me.

This voice as interpretation of what is remains unsaid.  

Is it too morbid to consider this research as an entity 

beyond me, my practice, my measure, my value or my 

truth?

I am now a bystander of my practice.  My practice 

belongs to another, others, a quest of all that needs 

to be said.  My performative function endures but is 

also limited by the words and images that I ponder and 

commit.

My practice as research is some how bigger than me. 

I can only hope for it to serve a greater purpose.  I 

consider myself no longer central to its existence.  

A sense of urgency to publish, to tell, to defend or to 

simply say, consumes my waking hours.

Yet my work is still to be liberated by my knowing and 

seeing.

Research Practice
liberated by seeinG .
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Figure.22. Visual Note Taking.

There is nothing that I have not said and yet there is 

still more to say?

My practice is not yet fully explored.  I still have 

to answer the question even though I do not fully 

understand or know what the question is?

As a practitioner I am beginning to understand that 

there is no end.  There are only beginnings.  There 

appears an evolution or practice continuum as the tacit 

said of my practice, although never said, cannot be 

fully said until the journey draws its own end.

I am wondering what else there is to say and what 

else can be said?  As I engage deeper with my practice 

I realise I am not to encounter its end.  Each seeing 

brings only beginnings.  As I move through this practice 

journey the narratives are layered and complex and 

the perception of what ‘is’ emerges as a constructed 

narrative with multiple situational and relational ways 

of seeing.  I am simultaneously and separately engaged 

with my doing of practice.  I am now aware of just 

how complex practice is and wonder if it is really 

possible to make sense of.

 A finished toile is not finished. It’s too obvious. Why is 

obvious not enough? Once the piece is concluded there 

are no more questions, nothing to expose. Extending 

the narrative can only ‘be’ if there are more questions 

to ask. A constant state of questioning or seemingly 

unanswered questions is testing my sense of knowing?

One minute I know and the next I don’t.

No beginning or end is needed, no formal conclusion 

but an evolving and continuous journey of 

understanding and engagement.

Is that it?  Is that my ‘Darwinian Theory’?  The 

evolution of fashions’ narrative exists of only 

beginnings with no end?

Time or a moment in time, as a perceived experience 

in time, has more meaning to me than it has ever 

done before?   As I draw on Philip’s works of 1825, I 

am unwittingly constructing a monument of practice 

relative to Philips literary landscape and with new 

histories being made.  

still more to say .

there is no end to PraCtiCe, only beginnings

Practice Beginnings
T
h
ere is n
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d only begin

nin
gs

[ ].
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the dress as fashion artefaCt aCCentuates the assumed 
and flirts with what is not known

of mood and theme .

It’s not great and I need to sort out the lighting but 

the potential of ‘Object VR’ to capture my practice 

aesthetic in 3D is there.  A lasting there that will 

ensure both my practice and my theory of practice 

can be read as one.  I am experimenting with the 

number of frames needed to enable the spectator to 

zoom in as well as rotate the image to gain a lasting 

and detailed impression and to encourage a closer 

scrutiny of the practice. aesthetic itself.  I am aware 

of the mortality of my practice in its 3D state.  I 

don’t wish it to die.

Figure.23. Cotton Organdie Dress Inspired by Peony’s Blush.

[
].

Learnin
g N

ew
 Skills

Thinking in 3D

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

O
bject VR

Figure.24. The Mood Board.

The development of a mood board 

amalgamates my practice thinking 

and doing in order to speak to others.  

There is so much more to say...but 

now is not the time.

A very Person
al Act
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My ambitions are turning to the curation of my living 

narratives of practice and an e-Exhibition.   This is 

testing my ability to learn new skills and to ensure 

a rich viewing experience.  If I am to engage the 

spectator with a living narrative I am faced with 

learning new media technologies (quickly). My practice 

outcome is to be exhibited as a tangible and coherent 

piece of work with what feels like considerable 

complexity.

My expertise sits comfortably in a fashion practice 

domain and in drawing on 3D conclusions yet 

in my pursuit for perfection I am morphing into a 

graphic designer, photographer, filmmaker, sound artist, 

etc.  This is a struggle, not only in time but in my 

lack of experience in these areas.  I am challenged 

by the level of personal critique needed.  Is it possible 

to crit one’s own work with no prior experience in 

the medium?  The brief rapture of accomplishment 

shadows my objectivity, or so it feels.

How will I know when such new areas of visual 

or arts-based making will be right? Will this sit 

comfortably alongside my fashion practice?

Will I just know?

I am daunted by this sense of not knowing in areas of 

practice where I have limited skills or knowledge. 
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The commercial me still finds resolve in the working 

specification or the flat drawing.  However, the 

complex structure is not revealed through this method 

due to the 3-dimensional nature of the finished 

artefact.  There is a beauty to this structure in such 

a de-constructed form.  It 

reminds me of a wire mask 

I made some 20 years ago 

whilst at art school.  I 

have always been intrigued 

by the honesty and 

integrity of line as a truth 

to what I do.

visualities of fashion Practice .

Figure.26. My Peony : Flat Drawing, Front View. Figure.27. My Peony : Flat Drawing, Back View.

[
].
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there is a beauty to this struCture in suCh 
a de-ConstruCted form

Figure.29. My Peony : Pattern Lay.
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I want to consider sound 

as a way of connecting the 

spectator and the viewing 

experience.  The sound of 

fabric being cut. The sound 

of the hustle and bustle of 

the work room, the constant 

pinning and cutting 

or re powering 

of the flashes in 

the photographic 

studio.  Could sound provide a dimension to the 

narrative that I had not considered before?

Experiencing the senses and the sensed

Seeing in sound

Hearing through Colour

Touching by Seeing

I am not sure what I mean?

Am I suggesting my respondents engage in a conscious 

seeing that is experienced through the senses? An 

assumed synaesthesia, perhaps?

Sound Textures
imaGinative forms of narrative .
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Figure.31. Sketchbook Entry.

So many thoughts,

Thoughts that rush through my mind,  

Sometimes forgotten just as quickly,

Cutting, pinning, sewing,

Cutting, pinning, sewing,

Cutting, pinning, sewing,

More thoughts,

More thoughts,

Quick,

or my thoughts will be no more. 

Figure.32. Sketchbook Entry.

[ the PraCtitioner is somehow 
ConneCted to these moments].

Click to Play
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Creativity is a tool for those who Create in order to CommuniCate with their audienCe

If memories of a culture exist and evolve from 

experiences and perceptions to become mnemonic 

moments worthy of cultural debate, then the reasoned 

experiences and perceptions of fashion practice could 

forge the cultural divide that I have alluded to.  

As the curated intervention of my practice emerges, 

and the spectator engages, these experiences and 

perceptions exist and contribute to the debates yet to 

be had about fashion practice.  A future ethnography 

of practice is emerging.

Artists have a tendency to describe their work in a 

narrative context.  Describing their motivation, theme 

and context is often linked to personal experiences 

or implies a message that they might wish to 

communicate about the artefact.  The writing of an 

artist’s statement has become an important socio-

cultural approach to arts practice.  As a fashion 

practitioner I now need to understand and adopt, 

more fully, a socio-cultural approach to externalise my 

contextual and conceptual thinking and doing.

The fashion practitioner 

statement is to become an 

imperative of fashion practice 

as the fashion practice 

community seeks or adopts a 

cultural identity of its own.

I wonder if I am being too 

presumptuous about my practice 

discipline, or even myself as a 

fashion practitioner?

cultural recoGnition .   Artists need to be able to discuss their work convincingly and meaningfully.  The artist’s statement is an 

explanatory message that critics and consumers of the art market demand (Elkins, 2001).  Scientists argue that creativity can be explained as having extensive knowledge of culture, society, or of 

an historical period (Sawyer, 2006 p.21).  Western culture has a tendency to bias the ’fine art’ practices over ‘design practices’ as the visual function or purpose are for viewing pleasure and critical 

discussion.  Why is it that when an artefact has a function, as often associated with design practice or craft-based activities, assume a lesser cultural or visual value?
  

Figure.33. Sketchbook E
ntry,  W

arhol E
xhibition, 2011.
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Figure.35. Sketchbook Entry.
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Figure.36.   A B
rief M

om
ent..

the hierarchy of imaGe and word .     Pink (2007. p.119) argues that ethnographic knowledge 

could be produced as written text through and of the translation and abstraction of image, proposing an end to the hierarchy that existed between image and word.  Could this research 

contextualise Ylirisku and Buur ‘s (2007 p.164-166) ‘ethnography of the future’  as (re) presentations of fact in the here and now of practice?  Could it be that (future) ethnographies are being 

made in the here and now of fashion’s narrative of practice and that we don’t pause to see or know?

Figure.37. Sketchbook E
ntry.

Figure.38.  A Visual Note of What is Seen?

Beyond this narrative I am still to see.  A visual 

inventory of my practice is emerging that is 

externalising the inner conversations of what I 

see, think and know.  Tacit moments of seeing, as 

discovery, are captured by photograph, film, word or 

sound as mnemonics of a moments seeing as knowing.

A C
on

scious Seein
g

Visual Inventory

researCh PraCtiCe is CaPtured in multiPle forms: image, word, refleCtion, Photo narrative, video, oral aCCount 
etC. eaCh method of CaPture has its PlaCe in the engagement of PraCtiCe as a method to tell a story of 
PraCtiCe

[
].
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Figure.39. A Seeing of My Practice.

As a practitioner, I just can’t stop looking. 

I wonder why this is? 

I am working on the portfolio of practice with the 

aim of contextualising this seeing of my practice.  

My practitioner-self (and not necessarily researcher) 

is driven by an obsessive and inquisitive ambition to 

explore the innumerable ways that the practice can be 

visualised and constructed through different media.

It may be a photograph, line drawing or calico 

toile, presented in several different ways, but each 

representation emerges as a narrative of what is?

Might I miss something, or might I find a better 

way to say what I mean?  Is it that this seeing as a 

narrative of practice is infinite?

There is no end ...only beginnings.  Is it that 

practitioner torment is heightened whilst engagement 

deepens?  Critical reflection is balanced by deeper 

engagement and of my knowing in practice.  This 

embedded and meaningful position supports my 

imperative in that tacit knowledge is to become explicit 

for others to derive importance and understanding.

I am a addict.  As this practice journey unfolds I 

realise I am addicted to my practice thinking and doing.  

Through experiencing these moments of reasoning as 

knowing I am overwhelmed and feel I am living on 

another plane.  I wonder if any one can empathise or 

have had experiences of something similar? When I am 

in this engaged state of knowing it feels like a me that 

I am familiar with but do not know very well.   When 

my knowing cannot be accessed I am no longer me and 

I don’t know who I am?  My practitioner-self is not 

constant and this is frustrating.  

I have recently noticed that when I am with other 

expert practitioners I experience a feeling of 

insignificance, as if I don’t belong and I am in awe.  

At the same time there appears to be an empathic 

sense of seeing as knowing?   A moment where we 

both collude in a tacit said which in fact is never 

said. We are somehow allowing or positioning our 

practitioner-selves to see and know and to share in a 

moment of what is?

These moments of complicit knowing feed my 

addiction.

seeinG of Practice .

a moment where taCit knowing shares a Common understanding 
of what is

[
].

Obsession
I can

’t Stop Lookin
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what is it that is seen?

Visual Happenings

PraCtitioner torment is heightened whilst engagement deePens
[ ].

Figure.40. What is it that is Seen?

A Q
uiet M

om
ent

In my mature years I can see in greater detail than 

when I was younger.  My technique lets me down 

but my sense of knowing remains strong.  Once my 

confidence grows then my fashion illustration of 

the dress inspired by the Peony will contribute to the 

research journey as a study of what it is that I see.
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a visual inventory of what is seen .

I am seeing my practice aesthetic in new ways.  Whilst 

I try to retain a loyalty as I visually capture my dresses 

being worn I am drawn to a new way of seeing.  Light 

and dark play and seduce my interpretation of a new 

narrative of seeing.

The symphonic harmony when fabrics collide and speak 

beyond their construction is overwhelming.  I know I 

know the beauty of what I see.

Tormented Knowing
A Sym

phonic
 Arran

gem
ent

Figure.41. Torment Collides.

[
].these dynamiC moments aPPear strikingly effortless, evidenCing a heightened sense of knowing
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distracted by the darKness .

This is to be my line drawing.  A moment to see beyond 

the meaning and message of the artefact.  The 

darkness has caught me by surprise.  The feminine 

inferences of the language of flowers is no more.  

The shadows portray the sinister (perhaps my nymphs 

have come out for night time revelry and to make 

merry whilst the moon is out).  As a practitioner the 

importance of finding meaning and message is all-

consuming.  I am needing to give depth to the intent 

to some how substantiate the claims of the spectacle.  

This journey has a new beginning.  One that I had not 

planned or considered.

Consumed by Seeing
M
y Practice h

as a N
ew

 B
egin

nin
g

[
].this journey has a new beginning

Figure.42. Distracted by the Darkness.
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Is it that the curation of a series of effects 

experienced and perceived through, in and of practice 

is to construct a narrative of fashion practice as 

knowledge?

Am I to assume my practice as performative if I am 

to assemble such complex claims to a narrative of 

what is.  The narrative impressions of my practice are 

situated in this performative state.  I am suggesting 

that practice performativity is as a series of effects; 

visual traces, practice contexts and reflective 

interactions, in this case.

this Performative state .    Butler (2011) argues that for something (gender in Butler’s case)  to be interpreted or seen to be 

performative is as a result of a series of effects.  The accumulative way something is seen creates an impression of what is?  Practice performativity, similar to Butler’s claims of gender performativity, 

is a phenomenon of what is?  The recreation as a series of recognised or assumed acts or beings assembles an impression of external reality.  Fashion practice accommodates the body through 

fit, form and function, yet through this perfomative state the narrative impression of what ‘is’ is extended by its very invention?

Narrative Impressions
Interpretin

g th
e Signifi

cant’ for C
ritical D

ebate is a C
h
aracteristic

 of
 F

ashion
 Practice

[
].

film, PhotograPh, sketCh, audio all have an innate 
ableness to say more ...a lasting more
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fashion Practice as PhotoGraPh .    Sontag, (1979, p.3-5) claims that photography provides a grammar, 

a presumption that something existed and a ‘way of seeing experiences’ that could be captured and constructed as relational visual statements.  

The photograph defends itself with inadvertent and assumed authority as to its aesthetic credentials and documentary powers (Sontag 1979 p.115).  Crary (1992, p.24) suggests that empirical 

relationships forged with the visual image in the ‘here and now’ command a compelling visual concentration that objectifies the moments as truths.  Crary (1992, p.98) supports Goethe’s (in 

Crary 1992, p. 69) view that in the absence of the image a sensory perception of the ‘afterimage’ extended the narrative to exist beyond the moment or memory and the optical transmissions.

This perceived authority of image reflects the privileged hand that the arts have over fashion and the compelling surge of fashion 

practice in recent years that favours a constructed image over the realities of fashion as mere artefact (as object), such as the 

growing fascination for fashion film and fashion photography.  Could (doing) fashion practice ever be considered as more than 

artefact?

Afterimage
I no longer recognise what is meant?

My practice is challenged by its performative state.  

The dress fits the body, it moves as the body does 

and it suggests a femininity that is recognised.  I 

find the anonymity powerfully distracting.  The 

dress, as fashion artefact, is now distanced from 

my connection with it?  This narrative impression 

has become the afterimage of my mind’s reality.  

Any semiotic values mimic what is yet to be?  

I am uncomfortable with this, yet I am wanting to 

know more of this new assumed guise of my practice.

The artefact is to become my line drawing.  

One that will unleash the knowing of my 

practice.  As I endeavour to grant authority to 

this performative state of fashion practice I 

have unwittingly supposed a new beginning.

This statuesque dark shadow, no longer a journey 

of language or love but inferences of a melancholy 

drama with a darker side than I care to consider.  

The power of the image has overshadowed my 

practice.  The image intrigues my sense of what is 

but leaves me, as the practitioner, isolated from its 

meaning or message.  Is this a good thing?  Is this a 

creative thing?  Do I need to stop and determine its 

ending or do I leave this for others to postulate? 

Does the practice become art-making 

when distraction is such that the artefact 

assumes meaning beyond its function?

I feel compelled to explore this performative 

state of fashion practice.

T
his Perform

ative State of
 F

ashion
 Practice 

the narrative imPression beComes the afterimage of 
the mind’s rationality

[
].

Figure.44. This Perform
ative State.
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The spec drawing plays an important role in the 

purposes of fashion design.  I am not so certain of 

its role when it comes to fashion practice.  Does it 

matter?  Have I executed an act based on habit rather 

than need?  The specification drawing only becomes 

necessary after the critical moment of judgment in 

fashion’s discourse cycle.  The ‘spec drawing’ is not 

vital to the understanding of my practice.  This is a 

practice outcome based on a commercial need and not 

entirely relative to fashion practice as research.  

As part of the process I am compelled to tell the 

complete story.  The specification drawing is more 

about the line drawing that I want to see.  

a Purity of line and form .

unsullied nakedness beComes 
intrinsiC to a CritiCal moment 
of judgment through fashion’s 
PraCtiCe

[
].

Flat Drawing
D
esign

 Specifi
cation

 

Figure.45. My Tussie-Mussie, Flat Drawing, Front. Figure.46. My Tussie-Mussie, Flat Drawing, Back.

Figure.47.  A Visual Note: Organdie Study.

Figure.48.  A Visual Note: Organdie Study.

Figure.49.  A Visual Note: Organdie Study.

Figure.50.  A Visual N
ote: O

rgandie Study.
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As I reflect on my practice outcomes, I realise that 

I have formed an intimate relationship with each 

line that I have made.  The style lines of each of 

the dresses were and have become my obsession.  

Each are recognised paths of my earlier practice 

reasonings that are now prescribed and set.  

This is somehow not enough, 

as I still have more to say.  I 

consider a line drawing, one 

that extends my reasoning 

as knowing and one with no 

distractions of fabric or colour.  

I consider the naked integrity 

of this wire form and the 

ghostly representations cast 

by the memories of my earlier 

practice decisions.  My practice 

aesthetic has once again assumed a meaning beyond 

its function.  I have happened upon a narrative that 

extends beyond my practice.

 
My obsession with line and form has found a freedom.  

The other of me is unleashed as the bounds and 

constraint of function are removed.  I wonder for a 

moment if this is fashion practice, or have I crossed 

the line?  The line between art and fashion is blurred.  

I am unsettled by this.  What am I trying to achieve?  

Extending a narrative of my practice plays with my 

thinking and doing as there appears no end.  

I am held to ransom by this.  Where and when does 

practice end?

beyond Practice itself .

this seeing of PraCtiCe emerges as a reasoning of PraCtiCe

Extending the Narrative
G
hostly R

epresentation
s
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[
].

Figure.51. Wire Dress Rotating [f ilm]..

Figure.52. B
eyond Practice Itself.

Figure.53. A Visual Note.
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Figure.55. A Visual Note.
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Line Drawing ?

Figure.56. Practice A
esthetic 9, W

ire D
ress.
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Imagination and Invention

[ ].

Figure.58. Wire Dress Study.

a Continuum of what is seen

Figure.59. Wire Dress Study. Figure.60. Wire Dress Study.

a lastinG more .
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The visual and text-

based vocabulary, 

as a narrative of 

my thinking and 

doing, has become 

my inventory and 

visual catalogue.  

The recording 

and reflection both in and 

on my action has provided a rich and multi-layered 

mnemonic of my practice journey.  I can now draw 

on the emerging inventories to construct a narrative of 

practice that depicts a personal journey of engagement 

and deep reflection. This research practice journey is 

beginning to make sense.  This is sometimes a burden 

but it also comes with a sense of elation.  

My tacit thinking and doing is exposed, and I recognise 

what is known and what is meant at the time of 

knowing as knowledge categories that I and others 

are yet to be fully understand.  The archaeology of 

my practice exposes a narrative space where, artefact, 

spectator and practitioner are simultaneous and 

separate functions that contribute to a critical gaze 

of the intelligences of fashion’s practice.

striPPed bare .    Hoy (2012) deconstructed garments by cutting and stripping bare the made garment, leaving only the seams as tramlines with 

no obvious end. The garment is abstracted into a drawn-like object that questioned the intended role as a functional piece of clothing.  As an example, Hoy manipulated a trench coat that 

evolved as a drawing once placed or thrown on the floor as canvas. The remnant seams represented a line drawing that Hoy then sketched a number of times as the coat mutated each 

time the piece was picked up and placed back down on the floor again.  No longer a coat but skeletal remains, only hinting at its prior identity and purpose.

This work is opinion-forming and invited a dialogue that would not have taken place should the newly made piece have remained a trench coat. 

Figure.61. More of What is Seen?

A Visual In
ventory

[
].

Visual Knowing

PraCtiCe beComes art-making when distraCtion is 
suCh that the PraCtiCe aesthetiC assumes meaning 
beyond its funCtion

Figure.62. Visual Note.

Figure.63. Of My Passions Speak.
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this seeinG .

I need to ask or understand why or how I know 

the practice aesthetic works and who am I to 

make this judgement?  I know I know it works and 

yet engagement by others is needed to validate or 

measure the aesthetic judgements that I make.

How can aesthetic measure be determined or validated?  

The practice community recognises those masters of 

their practice who are elevated 

to expert practitioner status by 

commercial or media notoriety.  

Is it that aesthetic judgement 

is an imperative and singular 

knowing born of the practitioner?

Is it that aesthetic measure 

is a shared and collective 

understanding of practice?

Knowing is exclusive to those that know

Knowing as a trait is not a tangible asset

Knowing is an asset to be valued and understood by the practitioner

This sense of knowing is a fragile state

What is known at the time of knowing determines a narrative of practice.

Capturing What is Seen
C
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I am so nervous of drawing!  I long to develop my skills 

in fashion illustration to ensure that I capture what 

I need to say.  When I am working in 3D (developing 

the practice ideas in toile) I am in command of the 

aesthetic judgements that I make.  I can confidently 

direct the outcome.  I am not that confident when it 

comes to illustrating the practice outcome.  My control 

of the pencil is finite and I am more critical of the 

outcome.  I feel inadequate because of inept ability to 

draw.

My skills as an illustrator, graphic 

designer, photographer, film maker 

etc are being challenged.  I am a 

fashion practitioner firstly, yet I 

need to be competent as a multi-

disciplinary practitioner.  I wonder 

if my perceived inadequacies are 

shared by other practitioners?
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the PraCtitioner relates to a heightened awareness 
as a rush or a moment of knowing haPPens
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Figure.69. Sketchbook E
ntry.
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Aesthetic Narrative
traces of what is seen .

[
].

venturing into a mixed narrative aPProaCh invites Cultural 
Commentary and debate of PraCtiCe

Figure.70. Visual Traces of What is Seen.
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imaGination and invention .

Gaze of Practice
My Tussie-Mussie; A floral motif with references to the 

intent of unrequited love and passion. 

Do others see what I see?

T
h
e Tussie-M

ussie

[
].

if the PraCtitioner is to build the monument of PraCtiCe, 
as a seeing of PraCtiCe, the hierarChy of word over 
image and image over objeCt is to be Challenged

Figure.71. Imagination and Invention.

Figure.72. A Visual N
ote.
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].

Figure.73. Aesthetic Reasoning.

aesthetic reasoninG .

[ subjeCtive observation is 
intuitively read or refleCted 
uPon

].[ PraCtitioner seeing as knowing in both sPaCe and time

Complexity
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a consciousness of seeinG .

Beauty and Ugliness

[
].

muCh like an artist 
transforms his Canvas by 
a fluid set of unPlanned 
brush strokes

Figure.74. A Consciousness of  Seeing in space and time.
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visual conversations .

Interpretive

[
].

the sPeCtator role is to Consider the PraCtiCe aesthetiC through, in and of a Curated intervention of PraCtiCe 
exPloiting both Cognitive and imaginative forms of exPression

Figure.75. Visual Conversations.
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interdisciPlinary Performance .    Already an accepted expectation of the art world, the spectacle of an 

interdisciplinary performance is a growing norm as fashion assumes centre stage in a cultural context.  

I have the opportunity to work with some professional 

models, make-up artists, stylists and creative directors.  

A live fashion shoot is planned on location in London. 

I am apprehensive about the open and public display 

of my work but thrilled by the collaborative nature 

that the shoot, guised as an installation, will represent.  

The common language we speak 

is enriched by each and everyone’s 

individual interpretation discerned of 

their role.

On the day my judgment became 

clouded as the prize became about 

getting a ‘great shot’ yet my 

intended ambition was to capture 

spectator gaze.  I appear to have 

unwittingly become a spectator 

lost in the thrill of the chase?  

The allure and expectation of the image 

distracted my very purpose of being.  

I am struck by the intensive 

engagement of the audience as 

the questioning transitioned from 

an objective perception to a more 

subjective seeing.

I had acquired an audience who 

engaged with my practice as an 

experimental proposition. I felt 

comforted and reassured by the 

apparent fascination and inquisitive  

assembly.  I am also saddened by this, oddly, as I realise 

after this event my garments are to become clothing 

and judgements will be made by other 

measure such as commercial success or 

cultural adoption.  

The critical moment of judgment in 

fashion’s discourse cycle is upon me.

I am not ready to let go.

Figure.76.  The Fashion Shoot (behind the Scenes).

Figure.77.  The 
Fashion Shoot 
(behind the Scenes).

Figure.78.  The 
Fashion Shoot 
(behind the Scenes).

Figure.79. The Fashion Shoot 
(behind the Scenes).

the sPeCtator is Consumed by their own Personal or guided journey

The Spectacle
Live In

stallation
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I want to extend the narrative of the piece and 

reveal a sense of presence that clearly intrigues the 

viewing experience.  The sculpted lines need further 

exposure as the story is not yet told.  I wonder, as 

a practitioner, if my story will ever be told?  As my 

perceived sense of knowing only lasts for the briefest 

of moments, I turn to what next, how else, what if 

etc. and my practitioner-self becomes overwhelmed. A 

sense of forever...as if my practice has no end and my 

conversations with it has no full stop.  

Am I frustrated or elated...I just do not know?

the fashion shoot .
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viewed in this way fashion PraCtiCe no longer invites Critique of 
PraCtiCe but beComes the objeCt of study

[
].

Object of Study
W
h
at is M

eant?

This is my mise-en-scène.  My fashion aesthetic, as 

spectacle, situated for others to see.  I experience an 

uneasiness as the exposure does not offer any insight 

of the discourse of a doing of practice itself.

As a practitioner I found the response from the 

audience emotional, with lots of praise and interest 

bestowed.   A businesswoman inquired after the dresses 

and I began to explain the meaning and context of 

each of the pieces.

She then asked something I was not quite prepared for 

or had even considered.

“I want to buy one”, she said!

The woman discussed the commercial 

potential and unique selling point that 

they offered.  This is not something I 

have considered or even can consider 

at the moment.  I reflect on the 

luxury I have had not to have to 

consider the commercial pressure. Until 

my research practice journey is over 

it is not something I quite prepared 

for.

Once worn or viewed in a commercial context my 

dresses will become clothing and I need to let go.

Is it that commercial concern is distracting?

Figure.82.  The 
Fashion Shoot 
(behind the Scenes).
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claiminG the Prize .

the naked ambition of PraCtiCe Can be 
overwhelmingly misguided

I want the spectator to be able to see further 

into the tacit moments of my practice.  When the 

viewer, as spectator, can engage with the processes, 

practices and knowledge responses of fashion 

practice then and only then can critical and or 

cultural debate be considered as meaningful.  This is 

important to me.

A curated intervention of practice now has its 

rationale.  I now realise the naked ambition of my 

practice has been overwhelmingly misguided.  My 

practice is exposed without context and I am 

uncomfortable with this.  I have wanted to claim the 

prize but not at this cost.

 
I have scrap booked some earlier entries of this journal 

to echo the ‘Language of Flowers’ as it developed as 

the thematic inspiration for my practice.  This has 

become the brief for the creative styling and make-

up team to develop their ideas for a shoot.  This does 

emphasise a collaborative image-making process.  We 

are all working together to capture a visual aesthetic 

and language for others to consume.  What hinges 

our partnership is guided by the theme and inspiration 

spoken through my chosen fashion theme.

The prize was always to 

do a fashion shoot but 

I realise this prize is my 

misconception of glory.
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Drag Mouse over image to Rotate

fashion PraCtiCe Can be too abstraCt and 
needs more insight if we are to build a 
future knowledge ].
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].
kant’s (1724–1804) belief (2005, P.27) that 
aesthetiCal judgment is not neCessarily 
born out of Cognitive understanding but 
reCognises the authority given and granted 
by the imagination
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Figure.90. Practice Aesthetic 1, Cotton Organdie Dress

Cotton Organdie Dress

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

[
].knowing Comes, it’s just that a PersistenCe of looking is needed

Practice aesthetic 1 .
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Figure.91. Practice Aesthetic 2, Waxed Coated Linen Dress.

Waxed Coated Linen Dress

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

[
].

the PraCtitioner is Challenged by the ComPlexity of what is known, meant 
and understood

Practice aesthetic 2 .
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Figure.92. Practice Aesthetic 3, Woven ViscoseMix Dress.

Woven Viscose Mix Dress

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

[ ].the PraCtiCe aesthetiC is to return to a line drawing, but Courage is needed

Practice aesthetic 3 .
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Wire Dress
Practice aesthetic 4 .

Figure.93. Practice Aesthetic 4, Wire Dress, Front View. Figure.94. Practice Aesthetic 4, Wire Dress, Three Quarter View.
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Figure.95. Practice Aesthetic 5, Cotton Organdie Dress.

Cotton Organdie Dress

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

[
].

the PraCtitioner is at one with the refleCtive self and this deePens a 
sense of engagement

Practice aesthetic 5 .
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Figure.96. Practice Aesthetic 6, Waxed Coated Linen Dress.

Waxed Coated Linen Dress 

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

[ ].knowing is not always as obvious as it aPPears

Practice aesthetic 6 .
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Figure.97. Practice Aesthetic 7, Cotton Cape.

Cotton Cape
Practice aesthetic 7 .

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate
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Narrative on Calico Dress

looking beComes what is[ ].
see how i see[ ].

this voiCe[ ].
Figure.98. Practice Aesthetic 8, Calico Dress.

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

Practice aesthetic 8 .
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Narrative on Calico Dress

this voiCe as interPretation of what is[ ].
what is known at the time of knowing

[ ].
this seeing

[ ].
Figure.99. Practice Aesthetic 9, Calico Dress.

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

Practice aesthetic 9 .
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it’s like having to find my Creative self
[ ].

i Can’t remember what i look like
[ ].

Narrative on Calico Cape

who am i[ ].
Figure.100. Practice Aesthetic 10, Calico Cape

Drag Mouse over Image to Rotate

Practice aesthetic 10 .
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Gaze of Practice .    Contextualising spectator engagement when responding to the practices of the practitioner through creative/

performative writing, graphic narrative, responsive drawing, film and photographic narrative, interview, essay etc. as active critical responses is to provide further insight into a way of seeing 

fashion practice.  The active critical responses of the spectator (as respondent) and their engagement with the portfolio of practice are to construct a (future) ethnography of fashion 

practice: a way of seeing in the here and now perhaps?

Figure.101. Photographic Response, Respondent A.

The Practitioner Respondent

a way of seeing haPPens from moments of knowing

[
].

Figure.102. 
A W

ay of Seeing?
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Respondent 1

thank you for sharing your fashion PraCtiCe with me.  i understand 
how diffiCult it is to share something so deePly Personal and 
how vulnerable that Can make you feel.  so, my resPonse is also 
quite Personal and in some ways exPoses me in a way that makes 
me quite vulnerable

Respondent 1

[
].

the fine artist and fashion stylist .

Figure 0. Respondent 1 (2012), Practice Response; Film/Make Up Design

Figure.103. Respondent 1, Practice Response; Film/Make Up Design.

Figure.104.   Practice Response, Film/Make Up Design.

Figure.105. Practice Response, Film/Make Up Design.

Click to View, stop and play
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As I begin to capture my practitioner responses I have 

found myself unprepared for how I would feel.  As 

I approached each of the practitioner respondents I 

could sense their passion and seizing of an opportunity 

to practice.  I no longer feel exposed, but feel a sense 

of sharing or knowing.  Is this a sharing of their 

knowing, too?  I wonder why this is?  

It is as if we are about to share or empathise with 

an experiential happening that is unspoken yet known.  

Our dialogue is silent yet we both know that we are 

about to share in a common understanding.

The silences are as intriguing as the commentary.  

We are to become stakeholders of a common visual 

understanding.  Do these silences symbolise a universal 

knowing or understanding?  The respondent makes 

references to a landscape exclaiming that the images 

now speak for themselves.  It is as if I am meant to 

know.

I am intrigued as all the respondents acknowledge 

a  change to their original or planned response as 

engaging with the portfolio of practice appears to 

have afforded or introduced a new understanding of 

what might be. 

the imPulsive quality of the line ...they still have a 
sadness to them?

Respondent 1

film narrative and social media tools .

T
h
e Silen

ces of
 Seein

g
U
n
spoken

 Lan
guage of

 Practice

[
].

Respondent 1

Figure.106. Respondent 1, Practice Response; Film/Make Up Design.

Figure.107. Respondent 1, Practice Response; Film/Make Up Design.

Figure.108. Respondent 1, Practice Response; Film/Make Up Design.
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author resPonse .

your way of seeing made me feel sad and i don’t know why?  it was a very deeP 
and Personal resPonse that i aPPreCiate you have shared with me.  i witnessed 
an exPloration of a moment’s knowing and an inner Conversation with your 
PraCtitioner-self; a Private moment of ‘seeing’

Author

[
].

Respondent 1
Respondent One has caught me unawares with a 

willingness to lay themselves bare with the practice 

response that they have made.  I am feeling both 

flattered and unnerved at the same time.  

I am now the engaged spectator.  Our roles 

have reversed and I am a stakeholder of a new 

understanding, a new beginning of a seeing of 

practice.
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the PhotoGraPher .

Respondent 2

Figure.109. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.110. Respondent 2,, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.111. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.112.  Practice Response, Photographic Narrative.

Figure.113.   Practice Response, Photographic Narrative.

it’s almost like looking at something under a miCrosCoPe

Respondent 2

[
].

Respondent Two refers to the fluidity and emergence 

of  ‘site specific’ happenings?  In this instance the 

light introduces a different outcome...almost ‘ethereal’ 

they claim.  The respondent begins to question ‘why 

do anything as the images emerge and speak for 

themselves?’

This is my dress and yet it is no longer mine.  The 

visual ownership has transferred.  References to bone 

structure and three-dimensional ultrasound are made 

willingly, knowingly and freely.  The silences are 

shared once again as we simultaneously and separately 

experience in a knowing.

It is n
o lon

ger m
in
e

The respondent has determined that the seeing is light-

dependent.  The dress sits ghost-like, hanging from the 

dress stand.  It is still recognisable as my dress but the 

relationship between me and it has changed.  I am now 

watching the spectator see.  

Site Specifi
c
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Figure.114. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.115. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.116. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

PhotoGraPhic narrative and imaGe Projection . 

Respondent 2

...when i deCide to make a PieCe of work ...the ConCePt Comes first.   

this haPPened the other way around

Respondent 2

[
].

Figure.117.  Practice Response, Photographic Narrative.

N
othin

g w
as Said

Figure.118. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Nothing was said but we all knew there was more to say.

Click to View, stop and play
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having looked at the work again...., although the results 
are interesting i feel there is far more room for develoPment

Respondent 2

[
].

Respondent 2

Figure.119. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.120. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.121. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.122. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.123. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.124. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.125. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.126. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.127. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.128. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.129. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.130. Respondent 2, Practice 
Response; Photographic Narrative.

this seeinG .
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Figure.131. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.132. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.133. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Figure.134. Respondent 2, Practice Response; Photographic Narrative.

Respondent 2

Figure.135. Practice Response, Photographic Narrative.

things like the amount of time sPent looking 
but you are unsure what you are looking for. 
...that haPPens to me quite a lot

Respondent 2

[
].

new beGinninGs .

I am intrigued as each of the respondents acknowledged 

a change to their original planned practice response.  

Engaging with the portfolio of practice appeared to 

invite a new understanding rather than an assumed 

understanding.  Up to the point of engagement I was a 

client setting a brief in which all respondents envisaged 

a practice outcome.  Once engaged, the respondents 

transitioned to become more reflective drawing on what 

appeared to be empathic knowings.   As they reasoned 

with their perceptions and understandings a way of 

seeing emerged in a narrative space.
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i argue there are distinCtions that Can be made between the fashion 
designer and the fashion PraCtitioner. the fashion designer is led 
by CommerCial reason whilst the PraCtitioner is the author of his 
Creative PraCtiCe

Author

As I begin to interview the spectators as respondents 

of my practice I am emerging as an estranged entity 

to the practice that they view.  I have somehow 

become another self.  One that is distinct from the 

practice.  My doing of practice has become an object 

of study of which I am observing.

I am no longer, the practitioner, author, curator but a 

second generation spectator, or so it feels?

My confidence builds as I acknowledge a sharing of 

what is known, what is meant and what is understood?  

These tacit moments of understanding revealed and 

informed a bond between us, almost as if a shared 

knowing of what is has happened?

I feel richer for such a shared experience.

The responses made to the portfolio of practice were 

open and revealing and I was touched by their honesty.  

These were practitioner truths experienced in the here 

and now and concerned only with what is.

A future truth to what is known at the time of 

knowing is emerging as a perception of what is. 

Respondent 3

[
].

Truth
 to W

h
at Is 

Figure.136. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry Figure.137. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry 

Figure.138. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

Figure.139. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

the textile artist and bloGGer .

Possessing the Creative ProCess

Respondent 3

[
].
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diGital and social dialoGue .

it is only now that i begin to see... the sPeCtator of 
PraCtiCe desCribed an own knowing of what is at the time 
of knowing

Author

is it that the PraCtitioner unwittingly Presents the ambiguity 
of what is or what might be

Author

I interviewed the first spectator of my practice 

today.  I was daunted by the thought as I appeared 

more concerned about the judgements being made 

about the practice aesthetic rather than the portfolio 

of practice?.  Why is the aesthetic always the first 

concern of the practitioner?

As it turned out the respondent (and I) shared a 

common understanding of our own practice through 

each other’s practice?

The respondent entered into a recognised space that 

was empathic and known.  A space that was not 

concerned with the practice aesthetic but with the 

experience of practice itself.

A very personal journey of relativity unfolded during 

the interview to reveal an inner place, an inner-self, 

where the practitioner-self emerged whilst responding 

to the practice.

Was it a transference of reasoning or understanding 

that I was witnessing?  There were moments of 

heightened awareness of ‘the self’ by the respondent.  

I wonder if these moments of what felt like empathic 

knowing would have appeared if we had not shared a 

common seeing of practice as a knowledge?

The respondent gave freely and pondered deeply.  I 

wonder if this opening out that I witnessed would 

have emerged without this shared experience of seeing 

as knowing?

A curated intervention of practice contextualised 

the visual traces, practice contexts and reflective 

interactions, granting permission to open-up and open-

out, or so it felt?

Respondent 3

the sPeCtator Contextualises PraCtiCe for others to see

Author

[
].

T
h
e Spectator of

 Practice 

Figure.140. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

Figure.141. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.
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the visual and literary language of the sPeCtator is emerging as a reasoned 
understanding of PraCtiCe

Author

I wanted to play, to tease with the practitioner, to 

engage in a private conversation.  A moment that we 

could both share and where no one else was invited.

I am a little scared.  I wonder what the response might 

be?  I don’t want to appear pompous but a provocateur, 

a provocative messenger of thought beyond what is 

superficial, surface or assumed.  I want to suppose a 

questioning of what might be.  Let’s see.

Respondent 3

in this Context the PraCtitioner emerges as the Curator of 
meaning and message.  through PraCtiCe this ConsCious 
seeing exists as a disCourse of fashion PraCtiCe

Author

Figure.142. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

Figure.143. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

Figure.144. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

[
].

[
].

bloGGinG .
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as the surgeon ConstruCts the narrative 
of his PraCtiCe for others to engage with 
and build all future knowledge, so does the 
engaged fashion PraCtitioner as their PraCtiCe 
emerges for others to see

Author

Respondent 3

[

].

Figure.145. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

Figure.146. Respondent 3, Practice Response; Blog Entry.

this seeinG .
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Respondent 4

Figure.147. Respondent 4, Practice Response; Graphic Narrative. Figure.148. Respondent 4, Practice Response; Graphic Narrative. 

[
].

the GraPhic desiGner and visual communicator .

i never thought about it as fabriC or ...fashion

Respondent 4

…the meChaniCs of something doesn’t neCessary have to be beautiful

Respondent 4

[ ].

Privileging the situational and relational seeing of my 

practice revealed a pressure to the respondents as if 

they should have more to say?  Did they feel that the 

visual image or response was some how not enough?  A 

complexity to this vulnerable state revealed a willingness 

to talk about their practice response as an object of 

study (as if they had assumed ‘author status’).  

The respondent’s ‘other’ appeared unwittingly to 

reveal more, a deeper more.  However, when asked to 

externalise further, a consciousness emerged and an 

unwillingness to externalise the practitioner-self when 

not talking through their practice became evident.  

It appears that the objectivity afforded by assuming 

‘author status’ constructed a more meaningful narrative 

and that the spectator experienced a freedom to 

simultaneously and separately exist.

Privilegin
g this Seein

g 
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Figure.149. Respondent 4, Practice Response; Graphic Narrative. 

Respondent 4
GraPhic narrative .

i have gone through a Period of evolution

Respondent 4

[ ].

there is so muCh breathing sPaCe for things to just fall on the eye

Respondent 4

[
].

Is the exposure of my practice magnifying the 

vulnerabilities of the respondents as they respond to a 

constructed narrative of practice?

F
eelin

gs of
 Vuln

erability
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the desiGn Practitioner .

i don’t know how to resPond to this? 

this is very deeP, inCredibly insightful and is a ProCess laid bare, and i have at this stage no idea what to write, 

i feel inadequate. 

then i begin to think about what i have seen …and to try to work my way through the fog, baCk to what i was feeling 
and thinking when i was looking

Respondent 5

Respondent 5

[

].

Figure.150. Respondent 5, Practice Response; Writing Narrative.

Respondent 5 acknowledged the difficulties that they 

had with responding to the practice portfolio as the 

complexity of it all was so overwhelming.  As the 

conversation deepened a vulnerability began to emerge.  

A space that the respondent was uncomfortably 

comfortable with?  The respondent acknowledged this 

vulnerability yet some how felt comforted by it?  My 

practitioner-self related to this but I found myself 

questioning the comfort that was apparently gained 

from this vulnerability.  

As practitioners do we hide behind this state of 

uncertainty and vulnerability?  Is it a comfortable place 

to situate ourselves when talking about our work.  Is it 

because more is known than is ever said?

A tacit said which is in fact never said?

As I interviewed Respondent 5 it was clear there was 

a tension.  I struggled for some time to understand 

or discern this tension.  The respondent was very 

confident when exposing a knowing of their practice 

through practice, but clearly felt very uncomfortable 

when asked to talk about it?  The respondent resisted 

exposing any theories that underpinned their practice 

response directly when asked.

The respondent appeared to demonstrate a capability 

to mask a layer of complexity that I had not 

considered before?  Externalising a tacit knowledge 

of practice through practice appears as tangible 

and not necessarily as vulnerable.  The respondents 

(as spectators of practice) freely contextualised 

within their practice response through abstract visual 

representations and metaphor (chrysalis, mortality, etc.) 

but when asked to respond from a more theoretical or 

conversational perspective the respondents’ vulnerability 

appeared magnified and they were unable to 

contextualise with the same level of conviction.

When asked to externalise their practice response the 

respondents struggled, or felt uncomfortable, and 

found difficulty talking about their work.  Could this 

be because practice is just what is done and is mostly 

tacit until after the fact, as Michel Foucault alluded 

to?

A tension was evident between the practitioner and 

the practitioner-self as a deeper and engaged other 

intermittently revealed itself.
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...even though sometimes i did know what might be about  to haPPen; in this instanCe i didn’t mind, 
i Could Continue looking for hours ...i was enjoying the sPeCtaCle and PerformanCe of the ProCess 
and what haPPened at the end was almost no longer going to be of any ConsequenCe as i felt like 
i knew every asPeCt of the finished artiCle regardless of whether i was ever going to enCounter it

Respondent 5

how Can something that has Come on suCh a long journey or ‘ProCess’, with so muCh thought, 
unCertainty and then Passion behind it, seem so innoCent looking?  

innoCent and ComPletely unaware of all that its Creator has been through to give it life ...

Respondent 5

the dark tunnel like moments and the unCertainty in the mind of the designer, but still beauty in 
the ugliness; but then, after a time of growing, develoPing, there is a time of readiness, there seems 
to Come a moment of knowing ...

Respondent 5

i think this haPPens to me when i begin the design ProCess…….i had not seen it in this way before, but now i think i do ...

Respondent 5

writinG narrative .

Respondent 5

[

].[
].

[

].[

].

Adjectives as a Tool for C
ritical C

om
m
ent 

I want to explore the notion of eliciting responses 

where the spectator becomes deeply engaged and is 

asked to describe their experiential, visual, responsive, 

immersive and sensory experience of the practice 

aesthetic through means other than prose. Could 

the use of singular adjectives determine a deeper 

personal insight into the artefact when inviting critical 

comment for the purposes of aesthetic measure? 

A critical gaze that determined meaning and 

significance of what is observed, experienced or 

expressed could add meaningful subjectivity to the 

research data and stimulate a critical methodology of 

language capture (a kind of art speak) that is more 

often and commonly associated with the arts. 

 



as PraCtitioner the sPeCtator of PraCtiCe has more to say about their seeing
[ ].
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this seeing haPPens from a moment of knowing

[
].

As I begin to gather the Spectator responses, as data, 

there are some early signs of some emergent themes.  

I have coded the responses so far into: 

Analogy (Visual Representations)

The respondent made reference to alternative 

representations or visual metaphor when engaging with 

the narrative of practice.

Provocation (Practice Response)

The respondent elicited a practice response provoked of 

the narrative of practice  

Vulnerability (Emotional Response)

The respondent drew on emotional reasoning when 

engaging with the narrative of practice

Reflection (This Voice)

The respondent reflected on their engagement with the 

narrative of practice

Knowing (Sense Perception)

The respondent demonstrated an empathic knowing 

when engaging with the narrative of practice

Seeing (Curated Intervention)

The respondent made reference to or readily engaged 

with the dialogic in the narrative space

Em
ergin

g H
ypoth

esis

truth to what is Known .

Spectator Response
Figure.151. 

Spectator Responding to Practice.
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Analogy
visual rePresentations .    
Respondents made reference to abstract representations or visual metaphor when 

engaging with the narrative of practice. 

...a strong sense of anatomy
...looks like A Plaster over a scar

...overtly feminised erotic carcass
looks like a breast

...somebody kind of drowninG in an ocean
...relationship to the sKin

...It’s very anatomical
...you made this new creature

...reminiscent of cosmetic surGery
...a sort of arial landscaPe and it’s a crevice

...an illusionist sort of struggling to find their way out of some kind of entraPment
...like a butterfly is released from a chrysalis

...they really are bruises
...almost bone structures

...I started to see landscaPes
...surGical like  ...a human body

...it looked like barbed wire 
...it was embryonic 

...broKen sPine
...just felt that you were drowninG

...It is a voyaGe of discovery

...like a sPine or curvinG bones
...almost sKeletal

...the sort of actual Plant structures
...a new carcass for the body

Page 1 of
 13 

Figure.152. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.Figure.153. Spectator Responding to Practice.

a ConstruCtion of everyday truths
[ ].
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Provocation
Practice resPonse .    
Respondents elicited a practice response provoked by the narrative of practice.  

...are you aware how Provocative it is?
...it’s sayinG no I haven’t finished yet

...it was going to be a blog ...I went no no no

...it’s gone back to being a landscaPe
...the relationshiP I have had with it is not what I was expecting

...the Pictures decided that they didn’t want to be made sound sensitive 

...I decided to project your voice, your written voice ...it’s on your Garment now
...don’t do that. don’t rape my clothes

...i want to sort of Go in there on a long rope and let myself down very slowly

...the dress is tellinG me through the fabric

...there was some kind of maGic happening
...like looking at something under a microscoPe

...this was about the paper tellinG me what direction it should go

...there is no obvious end

Page 2
 of
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...they have already moved on and become something else 

...I think i am traPPed ...I can see that you are trying to break free

...That kind of contemPlation
...a very emotive and Provocative response

...as a soundinG board for myself

...i was very connected to some of the narrative

...how am i GoinG to Please you ... what do you want?

...let the images talk … sPeaK for themselves
...i can’t do this. I can’t respond

Figure.154. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

].
[

the PraCtitioner is wholly Consumed by the PraCtiCe in its 3d state with a realisation 
that this is the wrong ambition
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...to work on the face
...I started looking at very sort of erotic and sensual fashion images

...stitchinG them back toGether
...it’s very PornoGraPhic!

...to work on the sKin
...the photographs are almost,  to me, destructive

...close relationshiP with the sKin and female form

...to Physically draw on my own face

...a kind of connection with the sKin and the self
...the dresses themselves are very erotic

...the most erotic series of textiles
...photographs of my own face

...I started by looKinG at the journey of the design process

...too Precious to be worn

...wrong to put them on and contaminate them in some way

...I thought that I would base it on somethinG floral
...another layer of Plaster

...stitches are made up of hundreds of little tiny GaPs ...PuncturinG the fabric
...maniPulate the face

...drawn to the Personal reflection

Provocation
Page 3 of
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Figure.155. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

Figure.156. Spectator Responding to Practice.

].[
this journey is of disCovery and has yet to surrender its Clarity
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Vulnerability
emotional resPonse .     

...a desPeration to kind of conquer 

...the vulnerability
...PsycholoGical vulnerability

...that’s why i tuned into it
...the sort of contemPlation involved

...it’s excitinG for me

...I think I feel quite a little bit under Pressure
...I find it quite difficult sometimes to talk about my own practice 

...my own kind of PercePtion of things

...I don’t know if my response is going to be considered enough

...it comes back to this ...this kind of feeling vulnerable
...I can be quite bold as an artist

...I feel a little bit more exPosed
...it’s my kind of very Personal self 

...rather than this self that I embody when I am just making 

...its quite difficult then to sort of talk about it

...I have always kind of considered my art practice as self-indulGent
...not let the sort of doubt overwhelm you 

...it can be criPPlinG
...real sadness of the end point…

...it’s taken away from me my ability to decide from myself …to interPret  
…because it kind of dictates in away

...even then I am not sure what the intention was

...I’m not too sure if I am so romantic? 

...I am a bit of a fraud 
...I am not naturally a writer 

...I am now exposing myself and I am finding that a difficult exPerience
...who am i, what am i.  am I one thing or another.

...i didn’t Know if it was Good enouGh?
...I felt really frustrated

...I some times feel like I am a fraud 

Respondents drew on emotional reasoning when engaging with the narrative of practice.

Page 4 of
 13

Figure.157.  The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.Figure.158. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[ ].is it ok to not know

the sPeCtator of PraCtiCe Perused 
and related to the dialogiC 

[
].
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...I am flounderinG a little bit

...you have to sPill your blood and Guts and be completely hon-
est

...I just felt it wasn’t enouGh
...I felt really frustrated by that

It just scares me
the emotional side of it

...I got really anGry
...it was a case of findinG yourself artistically

...things you have to relearn
...It’s like a blacK hole
...a vulnerable position

...I don’t know how to respond to this because it’s incredibly insiGhtful
...it’s a process this is laid very bare 

...It makes me feel almost inadequate 

...I don’t know if I could actually oPen myself up 

...my thinking about them being very Precious
...I was so thrown to begin with by the oPenness of the process

...I felt a little bit inadequate… 
...my own sort of feelinGs that it ProvoKed

...I was loath to make um comment on what I thought about this? 

...I did feel very vulnerable 
...quite nervous about making these words bigger

...there is so much personal um emotion and input that goes into design

...I think maybe that’s what makes me feel very vulnerable 
...to expose that is quite uncomfortable

...you know you may have insecurities, you may have confidence issues 

...hide behind those to a great extent

...we can’t exPose ourselves 

...if I’m asked to expose why I wanted to do something in a certain way I immediately um feel nervous
...hard process to go through and quite tortuous at time

Vulnerability
Page 5
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Figure.159. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

Figure.160. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[
].

these moments as instantaneous refleCtions on PraCtiCe just 
haPPen and Progressively beCome what is
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Reflection
this voice .     

...thinKinG thru drawinG
...i can comPare … the role of the artist and role of the stylist

...it’s really difficult as a practitioner to not be disappointed with the end point

...Practice is so much about the act of Practice and the journey

...it is really hard to see that end point 

...I find it quite difficult to talK about actually

...thinKinG about the ideas of kind of vulnerability and loss

...seeinG me as the artist

...my artist Persona
...my other Persona’s?

...the narrative of the Gaze was particularly interesting

...you start to kind of thinK of the stage you are at in life 

...about a kind of documentinG life and a life stage

...it’s really raw and truthful  
...strips away any Preconceived ideas 

...tiny abstract thouGhts about the process

...its life and what it’s about
...without this voice it would, certainly be less intriGuinG 

..it’s almost that that has pushed it into the next level
...the next dimension 

...that you’d reinforced, by your written word and your conviction

..another dimension 
...this is where it is still alive

...the amount of time sPent looKinG but you are unsure what you are looking for

...that happens to me quite a lot

...the living sketches Gave you confidence
...searching for information and looking without even KnowinG what your for looking for

...kind of conviction to progress

...I would do things as an artist that um you know i wouldn’t feel comfortable doing in any other context

...I think you can observe a line of thouGht 
...as a designer, we edit that line of thought

Respondents reflected on their engagement with the narrative of practice.

Page 6 of
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Figure.161. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

Figure.162. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[
].

the PraCtitioner has 
yet to disCover what 
needs to be known
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...As a designer are we honest?  Are we really honest?

...these bizarre and tenuous links

...the conclusion very often remains elusive
...we see everythinG that we choose to see

...how often do you actually looK outside of your own inquiry.

...Interesting enough i was thinKinG of that too? 

...I am not sure to if i see the same poetry that you see

...where it became Problematic for me was when I had to explain my thouGhts
...When they talk about their work, they are still very hesitant  

...in my head I was looking at lots of ideas
...my natural response which would have been tactile, it was not enouGh anymore

...It was not honest enouGh
You self edit as you go along  

...I did not think it would be enough to be just oPinionated 

...I would probably see a Path and follow that

...by just by going down that route, in my head, there has to be some kind of martyrdom to this

...KnowinG that in the back of my head … I was hesitating

...my designer, Practitioner head, is sayinG, well no

...your using things that I thought ProvoKed me to thinK
the writinG that drew me in

...I look at the way thinGs are written rather than what I am actually reading

...It looked as though i wasn’t meant to be readinG it
...it was something that was supposed to be KePt hidden 
...i felt sliGhtly rude going through it

...it insPired me to um change the way I work and develop

...what your thinKinG in your head can be poured directly on the PaGe rather than it being Processed through some sort of key-

board 

...always being overly comPlicated in my application

...there is a balance on the eye

...It’s just as it is
...how everyone is sort of literally consumed

Reflection
Page 7

 of
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Figure.163. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

Figure.164. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[
].

as immediate refleCtion aPPears intrinsiCally ConneCted to the 
ProCess of PraCtiCe a sense of knowing intensifies
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Reflection
Page 8 of
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...puts the researcher in a vulnerable sort of Position
...it’s a very honest recollection of thouGhts 

...a very honest reflection of the process 

...I decided to thinK about what it made me think of in a biGGer context 
so much thought and so much feeling and emotion cauGht uP in all of these shapes and folds and curves

“I think this happens to me when I begin the design process and I think this sort of inspiration and then difficulty haPPens to me”?  

I hadn’t seen it in this way before. 

I relate to it.

there are a lot of things that you recall as a designer that you don’t necessarily understand or really recoGnise
to do something more personal than that does make you much more vulnerable

that was somethinG that came to me 

I had not thouGht about that before 
it just made sense as an analogy

We have to find somethinG else to use to rePresent what we are thinKinG
by findinG an analoGy you sort of distract slightly from the fact you were talking about yourself

  

...

Figure.165. Figure 0.  The Voice of the Practitioner RespondentFigure.166. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[ ].image and word sit side by side to inform PraCtiCe  

a hierarChy that exists between image and objeCt is not so easily argued
[ ].
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Sense Perception 
moments of KnowinG .     

...moments of um knowing or the kind of breaK throuGhs
...so much out there to Know

...I have done that aswell
...we need to allow ourselves that time

...moments of real clarity thru that process

...just allowing ourselves the luxury of …..enjoyinG seeinG
...the moment of maKinG worK
...I see the artist as the ultimate author

what was quite interesting in the moment
...instinctively kind of felt riGht at the time

...it was kind of about…sort of ...I don’t know just using the line 

...the subconscious as practitioners

...allowing myself to just do thinGs
...look at things without consciously thinKinG to much 

...its through that process that i learn somethinG
...sometimes I do things as an artist that are quite secret

...it felt very Personal at that moment

...the sort of narratives that is contained with in your work. 

...these kind of Personal journeys
...contemPlatinG my own sort of existence and place within that existence 

...If I get to that point where I feel a little bit lost
...I don’t know what is riGht and what is worKinG  ...that’s when I tend to remove myself

...allow myself the necessary time to just Go looKinG
...it felt very Personal at that moment

...at what Point is it at it’s end?

...the writing is orderinG me to do something

...the concePt comes first

...this happened the other way around
...It just was happy to do what it was doinG

...That it’s unintentional

Respondents demonstrated an empathic knowing when engaging with the narrative of 

practice.

Page 9 of
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Figure.167. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.
Figure.168. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[
].

a sense of knowing or a rush of ideas takes over and visibly 
the senses aPPear heightened
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Sense Perception 
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...it didn’t matter at that Point
...its got that mystery attached to it which the female form is supposed

...I didn’t want to be able to read it back. I just wanted to Know
...I am not actually very interested in what other PeoPle think of it 

...its just still all thouGht really?

...so many connections that can take you so far away from where you have started

...there is a hesitancy of the designer

...isn’t that part of the Pleasure
...This is very Poetic

...you are devising a very visual resPonse
...what’s riGht will come to you

...it does not have to be right.  it just is
...So I sat around for a lonG time

...there was not enouGh of my desiGn intent there

...in the bacK of my head I do have to check myself

...I wanted me to do it

...I felt really frustrated by that

…it was not me really responding 

...the sound of their voices I always get senses like taste

...a very sort of like,  orGanic sort of exPerience 
...it’s a case of being disciPlined

...you see something in your head
...you feel that you have evolved in terms of um what you should know

...I have gone through a Period of evolution 
...through the sort of almost fog that it had created in my mind

...didn’t quite Know 
...This totally tooK over the fact that I was supposed to making something interactive

...insightful, so interesting and something that maybe I could relate to

.I started with the word inspiration and then I ended with the word inspiration

...breathing life and shape into the fabric in order to release these traPPed ideas
...it’s almost like a circle

Figure.169. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

Figure.170. Spectator Responding to Practice.

[
].

this exPeriential Continuum whilst in PraCtiCe rePresents a series of unknown 
beginnings integral to a seeing of PraCtiCe
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...a journey that someone other than me had gone through

...I just found words popping in my head

...words were my only way to sort out my thouGhts
.....I think you Know 

...It is never the end
...You never get to the end

Sense Perception 
Page 11 of
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Figure.171. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.
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[
].

the PraCtitioner wonders why they are 
not in Command of what might be  

[
].

the PraCtitioner is often lost for words when sPeaking of their 
PraCtiCe as reasoning and refleCtion leave the moment they arrive
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Curated Intervention 
way of seeinG .     

......I wanted to show the process

so many different elements
...whether I should have filmed it

...really overwhelminG
...The diaGrams are quite beautiful in themselves

...Its quite chaotic but at the same time very considered.

...sense of um desperation to um to keep PursuinG these ideas
...to develop the KnowledGe that is almost out of control

...chartinG this journey
...the process and the priorities and authorshiP

...the relationshiP between the seam and the way that it sat on the skin

...that was something that I PicKed uP on in your practice

...I was almost tempted to document washing it off

...the Process is particularly interesting

...I’d rather that people just came and looKed at the work

...writing an artist statement is part of Professional Practice
...an inadequate amount of words to fully explain 

...all connected by PreoccuPations with the gaze

...I have never really seen something documented in this way before 

...so I can KeeP GoinG bacK
...imPossible to kind of read in a chronological order

...so many fraGments and you know Parallel elements
...creative practice is quite overwhelminG

...difficult to contain

...kind of desPeration to contain all of this information 

...a sort of illustration of how…
...How much we don’t Know

...because the process that is important not the end Point
...The methodoloGical aPProach, far more interesting than the actual final product or artifact 

...the process is onGoinG
...difference between the Practitioner’s Gaze of practice

Respondent made reference to or readily engaged with the dialogic in a narrative space.
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Figure.174. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

[
].

these are often Private moments of disCovery rarely seen or CaPtured as Part of the 
fashion PraCtitioners Creative PraCtiCe ProCess
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...I really like this diaGram
...I have got lost In a process

...tellinG a story
...the practitioner sees the object from its embryonic stages

...seeinG the object when it’s dead

...no means complete because it will go on evolvinG forever

…less intriGued by the photographs here than the charts 

...the GraPhs, the doodles, the illustrations and by the comments
...It has a stronGer voice

...they are artifacts, objects and pieces of different thinGs
...the narrative and the methodoloGies and the research are almost the most siGnificant part

...the context and what was seen
...they were so intriGuinG

...seeinG the bare bones of the dress 

...so transParent …much more organic

...even though I hear one thinG from other practitioners I see another
...I was given a Key to a sweet shoP

...I found the Process of looKinG really enGaGinG  
...I sort of wanted to looK at more and understand more or Know more about this whole process

...to know what’s behind them and everything that’s gone into them

...linKaGe process through out the work

...I enjoyed the fact that they were there and understood them

...I felt sort of connected to the person that was saying them

Curated Intervention 
Page 13 of
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Figure.175. A Visual Note.
Figure.176. The Voice of the Practitioner Respondent.

[
].the evolution of PraCtiCe is the result of both thinking and doing (as two oPPosing forCes) that introduCe variation to the PraCtiCe aesthetiC
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there is nothing that the PraCtitioner has not said, and yet there is still more to say
[ ].

Extending the Narrative

eaCh seeing brings only new beginnings[ ].
Figure.177. Practice Aesthetic 4, Wire Form Dress.
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a way of seeinG

Words are important. When describing art there appears 

to be an accepted critical language... A kind of ‘art 

speak’. The challenge is to introduce this critical 

language into the world of fashion practice and 

for it to become an accepted everyday language for 

the discipline. Could this go some way to achieving 

fashion’s status as a high culture discipline?

Art speak words such as displaced, energetic, balanced, 

iconic, meticulous, imaginative, resourceful, seamless, 

flowing, frenetic, elegant, bold, representational, 

spectacle, voyeuristic, sublime, humorous, challenging, 

ambitious, provocative, soothing, peaceful, fun, playful, 

abstract, accessible, evocative, figurative, formal, 

grandiose, magisterial, Vibrant ...etc..

Words like these are often used in the media when 

describing fashion but, more often than not, the words 

are used to sensationalise the piece rather than have 

any critical analysis attached to the statement.

Clearly a hierarchy of critical thinking exists within 

the creative arts disciplines. 

the PhotograPhiC image has the ability to CaPture a moment that 
sPeaks a language for others to see

Figure.178. Afterimage: The Fashion Shoot.

Figure.179. Sketchbook Entry.

[
].

A Fashion Narrative
Establishin
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Is there such a thing as a creative scale?  Is it 

possible to measure aesthetics?  A creative scale 

could place value on an individual’s aesthetic response 

as representations of “the pleasant, the beautiful 

and the good” (Kant, 2005, p.32).  An imaginative 

state that evolves from all key stakeholders whose 

judgements are rooted in the very foundations of 

the measure.  Such aesthetic representations seen 

through this imaginative state could begin to construct 

a subjective value that contributes to a meaningful 

statement of practice?  A creative scale such as this 

may meaningfully actualise aesthetic measure and 

enable a hierarchy of critical thinking to take place.

Aesth
etic

 R
epresentation
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Hierarchy of Aesthetic Measure
aesthetical judGement .    The notion of a creative scale considers Kant’s (1724–1804) belief (2005, p.27) that 

aesthetical judgment is not necessarily born out of cognitive understanding but recognises the authority given and granted by the imagination.  The aesthetic representation gives rise 

to perhaps delight or happiness or even irritation and pain that proffers sensation as a representation of the subject (as aesthetic).  The mind’s reality is conscious of the empirical as 

subjective observation is intuitively read or reflected upon (as pleasure or pain for example,) as a moment of judgment.  Could it be that a hierarchy of critical thinking begins with 

the practitioner as the practitioner is best placed to construct a narrative of their practice?   Could the spectator role consider the practice aesthetic observed through a curated 

intervention of practice and respond to such judgements? 

a creative scale .    Could a creative scale be seen as a measure that considers subjectively, how aesthetic representation or 

spectacle is seen (or judged).  What if a list of adjectives or descriptive meanings were to exploit both cognitive and imaginative moments of (aesthetical) judgment?   Such judgements 

could construct a hierarchy of critical thinking that is both quantifiable and measurable against key stakeholder judgment.  Could this provide further definition and clarity towards 

the practitioner’s statement of practice?

stakeholder judgment has the Potential to grant meaning and 
measure to aesthetiC judgment

Figure.180.  Illustration of Creative Scale.

I have considered over 1000 adjectives and selected 

up to 28 that I considered to cognitively and 

imaginatively describe the practice aesthetic. The 

spectator was invited to select, re order and introduce 

a hierarchy based on their aesthetical judgment.

Out of the 28 key words suggested, the respondents 

were asked to rank in order of preference the adjectives 

that best described the practice aesthetic, in their 

opinion.  The top 6 were intuitive, instinctive, cultured, 

complex, literate, knowing and descriptive.  

The respondents were also asked to consider adding 

further adjectives to the creative scale.  Meaningful, 

nuanced, structured, insightful, multi-faceted, 

considered, empowering, established, enlightening, 

memorable, evolving, adaptable were recorded, suggesting 

that a way of seeing has engaged the spectator beyond 

the practice aesthetic towards a more discerning and 

critical gaze of practice.

[
].

Hierarchy of Critical Thinking

A Curated Intervention

Subject-Object Relationship
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The (Active) Passive Respondent

[
].

a doing of PraCtiCe, or narrative as invention, is determined, deCiPhered and validated on aesthetiC merit through a CoeffiCient 
model: a PartnershiP between the PraCtitioner, sPeCtator and the PraCtiCe aesthetiC itself

Figure.181. 
A Visual N

ote.
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and remembers in shades of grey

the PraCtitioner sees in Colour ...

The SHOW

[

].
Figure.182. Seeing the Show.

Figure.183. Mark Sidebotham, Film Maker and Producer (2012).

Click to View

Click to View
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This misconception of glory has deluded any rational 

thought that I perceived of my practice. I have 

chanced with the integrity of my practice as the virgin 

state is exposed and denies a way of seeing that I 

have claimed.

Are we misguided as practitioners?  The authority of 

the image leads me to believe that the importance 

of curation of this beyond state of practice is as 

never before.  I can feel the stakes heightening as I 

question the value of the fashion show.  My reasoning 

of practice, as a function of practice, is my stage, 

my monument of what is.  This beyond state must 

endure beyond this moment of looking.  A lasting more 

of my doing of practice is needed to secure a cultural 

integrity.

The ultimate conclusion, the fashion show.  Is this 

really the case?  I find myself disillusioned by the 

mounting tension as the moment passes by without 

my practitioner-self being able to acknowledge or 

critique the work.  I need ‘the show’ or the ‘showing’ 

of my work to last longer.  I cannot gaze at my work 

critically?  Does any one else understand or share my 

concern?  The congratulatory comments overwhelm 

me for an instant but the reality dawns that the 

moment is over?  The moment of glory remains as my 

misconception of glory?

Is this moment what makes fashion so whimsical or 

even superficial, as the momentary looking passes by so 

quickly?  There is not enough time to see.  Why do we 

accept this as the journey’s end?

I am frustrated as I want the audience to share in 

my seeing.  No wonder that they cannot?  No wonder 

fashion practice can sometimes assume ornament, 

frippery or as an indulgent whim?

I am left feeling like a pimp as my compulsion is the 

captured image from the show.  Perhaps these will stand 

the test of time?  Perhaps these images will sustain and 

endure?[ ].

The Spectator
Am

 I M
isguided

I Am
 D

isillusion
ed ... 

we are misguided 

the allure of the objeCt has overshadowed the 
PraCtiCes of the fashion PraCtitioner

[
].

Figure.184. Looking is Not Seeing
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Figure.185. Bish, Illustrator (2012).

The Sketcher

Figure.186. Bish, Illustrator (2012).

Figure.187. Bish, Illustrator (2012).

[
].

knowledge is Consumed of PerCePtion 
and memory

image has the CaPaCity to 
be sustained over objeCt

[
].
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The Photographer
[

].
the PraCtitioner is now in a Position of 
governanCe to direCt the sPeCtator and 
Curate the sPeCtaCle of their PraCtiCe 
before and beyond the friPPery of the 
fashion show 
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Image courtesy of Southampton Solent University, 2012.

Figure.189. Image courtesy of Sarah Darley, Photographer, 2012.

a dialogue of a lasting more is in the hands 
of the afterimage

[
].
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I have the footage from the show.  I can’t help 

feeling disappointed as I sift through to spot the 

angles, the details, the silhouette, the construction 

of the fabric or whatever, that will construct and 

contribute to a way of seeing as part of my journeys’ 

end.  My frustrations over whelm as the images and 

film do neither and a moment’s panic takes over my 

practitioner-self.  The images and footage have to say 

more, else I have failed ...not as a researcher but as a 

practitioner trying to claim a seeing exists beyond the 

frippery of the fashion show.

I watch the footage over and over again and I cannot 

see anything.  There is nothing to see beyond a 

moment’s looking that emerges out of aesthetic whim 

or assumption.   I am drawn to the audience.  They 

are looking, even the models are looking?  From these 

moments  of looking I wonder what they see?  The 

audience are interacting and engaging with each other’s 

looking but they cannot see.  As spectators, a moment’s 

looking is all they have.  This is not what I want, this 

is not how practice should to be seen.  There is no 

afterimage or lasting more of my practice.  Looking 

is momentary and seeing is lasting.  The show is a 

moment of glory and no one sees.

I feel I have given something away and I am stripped 

bare.  The depths of my knowing remain hidden, or 

at least not exposed, and has resulted in revealing a 

nakedness of my practitioner-self.

I want the spectator to see the whole and not just the 

part.  This is not how I want my practice to be seen.  

I ponder a sense that I have sullied the virginity of my 

practice.[
].

The Catwalk Model
Pim

pin
g m

y Ride!

the PraCtitioner feels emPowered yet daunted by their 
PraCtiCe as a journey of disCovery that is unCertain by 
its very definition

Lookin
g an

d Seein
g

Figure.190. A Visual Note.

[
].the sPeCtator takes away the afterimage

Image courtesy of Southampton Solent University, 2012.
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The Fashion Stylist

Figure.192. Yasmin Ward, Stylist.

[
].

the PraCtitioner refleCts on the PraCtiCe journey and 
Curates a knowledge of PraCtiCe for others to exPlore 
and debate
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The Make Up Designer

Figure.193.   Make up Design.

Figure.194. 
K

at Vogel (2012) M
ake up D

esigner, IM
ATS 2012, Los A

ngeles.

[
].the silenCes beCome shared moments of knowing
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A Lived Experience  7
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Beauty and Ugliness  33

C

Capturing What is Seen  29
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Consumed by Seeing  21

Cotton Cape  46
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Extending the Narrative  25, 81
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Hierarchy of Aesthetic Measure  83
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Imagination and Invention  27

Interpretive  34

Interpretive understanding  3, 8

K

Knowing in Practice  4

L

Line Drawing ?  26

N

Narrative Impressions  22

Narrative on Calico Cape  49

Narrative on Calico Dress  47, 48
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Object of Study  36

Obsession  18

P

performative state.  23

Practice Beginnings  12

Practice Making  16

Practices of Looking  6, 38

Provocation  69

Q

Questions of Practice  10, 12

R

Reflection  10, 73

Reflective Interactions  1, 25, 28

Research Practice  11

Respondent 1  51

Respondent 2  54

Respondent 3  58

Respondent 4  62

Respondent 5  64

S

Sense Perception  76

Sensory Experience  3

Sound Textures  15

Spectator Response  64, 65, 67, 83

Spectator Role  5, 6, 8, 52

T

The (Active) Passive Respondent  84

The Catwalk Model  89

The Fashion Stylist  90

The Make Up Designer  91

The Photographer  88

The Practitioner Respondent  50

There is no end ...only beginnings.  18

The SHOW  85

The Sketcher  87

The Spectacle  35, 36

The Spectator  86

Thinking in 3D  13

Tormented Knowing  20

V

Visual Happenings  19

Visual Inventory  17

Visual Knowing  28

Vulnerability  71

W

Waxed Coated Linen Dress  41, 45

What is as Interpretation  39

Wire Dress  43

Woven Viscose Mix Dress  42



[
].

image, objeCt and word are to exist in a narrative sPaCe to ConstruCt a narrative of PraCtiCe 
for others to CritiCally engage with
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